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Automated theorem proving (also known as ATP or automated deduction) is a subfield of automated
reasoning and mathematical logic dealing with proving mathematical theorems by computer
programs.Automated reasoning over mathematical proof was a major impetus for the development of
computer science.
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Metric spaces for program improvement (pdf, bibtex) . Jennifer Hackett and Graham Hutton. In preparation,
2018. Improvement theory is an approach to reasoning about program efficiency that allows inequational
proofs of improvement to be written in a similar manner to equational proofs of correctness.
Graham Hutton: Publications
ABSTRACT. We present Typpete, a sound type inferencer that automatically infers Python 3 type
annotations. Typpete encodes type constraints as a MaxSMT problem and uses a system of optional
constraints and specific quantifier instantiation patterns to make the constraint solving process efficient.
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Cryptology ePrint Archive: Search Results 2018/1183 ( PDF) Lossy Trapdoor Permutations with Improved
Lossiness Benedikt Auerbach and Eike Kiltz and Bertram Poettering and Stefan Schoenen
Cryptology ePrint Archive: Search Results
CS-102 Logical Organization of Computers . Aims There are two views of computer architecture. The
traditional view, dating back to the IBM System/360 from the early 1960's, is that the architecture of a
computer is the programmer-visible view of the machine, while its implementation is the province of the
hardware designer.
Academic : Department of Computer Science : University of Pune
In mathematics, model theory is the study of classes of mathematical structures (e.g. groups, fields, graphs,
universes of set theory) from the perspective of mathematical logic.The objects of study are models of
theories in a formal language.A set of sentences in a formal language is one of the components that form a
theory.A model of a theory is a structure (e.g. an interpretation) that ...
Model theory - Wikipedia
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